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Davis Advisors

New York, New York

Financial Services

https://www.davisadvisors.comHeadquarters

Industry

Website

Davis Advisors is an independent, employee-owned investment management �rm founded in 1969. Its 
time-tested investment discipline is offered to clients through separately managed accounts, mutual funds, 

variable annuities, and offshore funds.
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The Challenge

Allowing sales
across country

Focusing the
sales team

Davis Advisors needed to implement a Marketing and Sales system to allow Davis to market and sell 
its funds to Financial Advisors across the United States. This system needed to include targeting by 
�nancial advisor and transaction data using various dimensions.

There was also a need to search and data mine a very large set of transaction data in order to 
focus the sales team. 

Davis Advisors suffered from con�ict between internal teams, vendor failure, and poor vendor delivery.Internal con�icts and 
vendor issues

Davis Advisors wanted to implement a custom solution that addressed various needs, from compliance issues and high client 
standards to mass follow up and data mining a large set of transaction data. 
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The Solution

The Results

Simplus used data from DST and Meridian and leveraged various tools (Geopointe, Pardot, 
Compliance Locker, SPIF, Copying) to con�gure a custom solution for Davis Advisors. 

Satis�ed customer Simplus saw through an in-depth project with timeliness and quality con�guration, leading to a 
happy customer. 

Data and compliance

Email campaigns Email campaigns for Davis Advisors will begin soon.

Improved targeting
and more

With the Simplus solutions in place, Davis Advisors can now target, track, and schedule with 
more ease than before.

+

Simplus utilized extensive use of roll-up �elds and a custom search screen to ensure Davis 
Advisors’ challenges were completely addressed and solved.

Additional features

Simplus also used a weekend batch process that summarizes a minimal dataset for searching. Weekend batch process


